
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
military. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for military

Organizational Relationships - Assist with growing and maintaining personal
and organizational relationships with DoD, the Military Service Departments
and key military-related associations
On-Installation Bank/Credit Union Advertising Exclusivity - Lead effort to
develop a legislative and/or regulatory fix permitting expanded opportunities
for off-installation financial institutions at MWR events
Military Installation Solicitation Program - Prepare, monitor and coordinate all
requests to solicit for Advisors to installation commanders IAW DOD and
Service Department guidance
Morale Welfare Program (“MWR”)/Marine Corps Community Services
(“MCCS”) - Review and monitor all Home Office and DA MWR corporate
sponsorship agreements
Source of Legal/Regulatory Expertise - Serve as source of expertise on laws
and regulations applicable to the military to include DoD and Service
Department regulations
Fixer/Troubleshooter - Act as troubleshooter/fixer for significant military
engagement issues that arise, particularly those related to the company’s
reputation and relations with DoD, the Service Departments and installations
Assist DAOs, DAs, Advisors and Home Office Leadership/Staff (particularly
Strategic Marketing Consultants) on Military-Related Matters - Assist
DAOs/DAs with installation access issues
Instruction/Classes - Provide classes, instruction and resources for DAOs,
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Ethics/Gifts - Provide guidance to the filed on attending military events,
making presentations to military personnel under various federal ethics and
gift laws, and the Joint Ethics Regulation (“JER”) applicable to military
personnel
FC MAB/District MACs -Assist the Military Advisory Board (“MAB”) and Local
DA Military Advisor Councils with their charters, missions and activities

Qualifications for military

3 or more years of electromechanical experience, or equivalent
Requires current driver’s license
Flexibility to work on shifts/overtime/stand-by/on-call/holidays when required
Santa Clara CA, Austin TX, Boise ID, Portland OR, Gloucester MA
You have a completed bachelor’s degree
You are transitioning out of the military within the next six months


